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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this paper is to explore the concept of open computing. By analyzing existing 

studies and theoretical work, we examine the components of open computing through an existing 

framework. This paper focuses specific attention on cost savings, transparency, vendor neutrality, free 

ownership, interoperability, standardization and modularity as the core benefits that can be harnessed 

through open computing. Also, this paper suggests that system support, free-riding and forking as 

possible issues and concerns which would hinder sustainability of open computing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Lately, there has been a global movement towards transparency and openness through technologies [24].  

This movement has been motivated by various issues such as lack of trust and credibility, vendor 

dependence and lock-in, and the increasing uses‘ demand for information and knowledge sharing. 

Nowadays, governments and organizations are starting to incorporate open technologies as a part of 

their systems. Leading by example, e-government services are becoming a new trend. The e-government 

model has seen an increase in interaction within (G2C) government-to-citizen, (G2B) government-to-

business, and (G2G) government-to-government [21]. Despite the fact that open systems are still in their 

early stages, it is important to note that such openness is being partially achieved. For instance, 

information technologies being used by e-government services are limited to the Internet which is 

completely open but other aspects of these services, such as system architecture and web-applications‘ 

code are still nontransparent and closed. Similarly, current technologies such as Web 2.0 and open 

source software OSS offer the desired transparency and openness but on a narrow scope.  For instance, 

OSS provides transparency through the software while disregarding the other aspects of the system such 

as hardware and architecture. It‘s our belief that in order to achieve a completely transparent and open 

environment, all aspects of the technology have to be open. Hence, we believe that the emerging 

technology of open computing would be an appropriate measure to achieve this purpose.  

The aim of this paper is to shed some light on the concept of open computing and explore its benefits 

and possible issues and concerns. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First we review previous 

literature on open computing. Next we analyze the theoretical work done on open computing and 

examine one of its theoretical frameworks. Subsequently, we look at each component of the framework 

and propose their benefits. The paper ends with a discussion about the possible issues that could face 

open computing. 

OPEN COMPUTING 

Open computing is defined as a ―system of interacting components (software, hardware and human) 

with interface specifications that are fully defined, publicly available and maintained according to 



industry consensus‖ [19].  Another definition describes open computing as a ―philosophical principle 

that describes architecture and technology procurement policies and practices that align IT with the 

principles of ‗openness‘ by ensuring interoperability with open standards‖ [11].  

From a business and technical perspective, the term ―open computing‖ has been used vaguely and 

inconsistently in various contexts.  Nowadays, open computing is being used as a sales pitch to promote 

technologies which spans from desktop computers to software and applications. An inspection through 

the literature of open computing revealed a vast amount of studies regarding the implementations of 

open computing projects. Examples include the open operating system for the Boeing KC-767 tanker 

[6], the Open Computing Grid for Molecular Science and Engineering (OpenMolGrid) [23] in addition 

to the infamous UNIX and Linux operating systems and the Apache web server. While a great deal of 

studies can be found on the implementation of open computing, the theoretical area of this subject 

appears to be underdeveloped. In fact, it seems that the term open computing has been used without 

proper understanding of the roots, principles and the theory behind it. This blurry use of the term has 

lead to differing interpretations and misunderstanding about open computing and it has left many 

unanswered questions.  

Our literature review of existing frameworks and models concerning open computing revealed a serious 

lack of research regarding this topic.  In fact, it appears that the only active contributor to the concept of 

open computing has been IBM.  IBM‘s contribution to this field can be traced back to March of 1998 

when they announced their support for Linux by providing solutions of software, hardware and technical 

support [10]. Since then, IBM has invested more than $1 billion dollars in the Linux operating system 

and the open source movement [4] and it has been among the leading IT companies that committed its 

financial and business models to support open source. IBM‘s contribution and extensive involvement 

with open source have had positive effects towards open systems and subsequently to open computing. 

Their most recent work involved creating a theoretical framework which defined the principles and 

fundamental components of an open computing environment. Through their proposed framework, IBM 

analyzed open computing as a joint outcome of three components, namely open source, open standards 

and open architecture (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Open Computing Model 

Subsequent sections will examine each component of this model and analyze their advantages and 

benefits in respect to open computing. 

COMPONENTS OF OPEN COMPUTING 

1) Open Source 

There seem to be multiple definitions of open source in the literature. The most common definition 

views open source as a ―method and philosophy for software licensing and distribution designed to 

encourage use and improvement of software written by volunteers by ensuring that anyone can copy the 

source code and modify it freely‖ [8]. A more detailed and technical definition refers to open source: 
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―When programmers can read, redistribute, and modify the source code for a piece of software, the 

software evolves. People improve it, people adapt it, people fix bugs‖ [20].  

The origin of open source goes back to the early years of 1950s when IBM‘s commercial computers 

(systems 704 and 705) were being produced for public use. At that time, all aspects of system 

architecture and hardware were closed and proprietary to the vendors. Software development and 

programming on the other hand were much more open due to their infancy and the lack of essential 

coding and development tools [26]. The strong need for such tools was the starting point which forced 

the business and the hacker worlds to coexist together and inspired collaboration and openness among 

hobbyists, academic institutes, organizations, and government agencies. The open source movement 

gradually spread with the growth of UNIX, Linux and other famous open source projects. Nowadays, 

open source is considered among the important movements in the IT field. Governments and 

organizations worldwide have been gradually embracing the idea of open source they have been slowly 

adopting open source software (OSS).  

In regards to open computing, the ideology of open source offers three distinctive features to the model: 

1) cost savings 2) transparency 3) vendor neutrality. While we realize there are further benefits of open 

source, we‘ll limit our discussion to the ones mentioned due to their distinctiveness.  

Cost savings is one of the most essential ingredients for business survival. While some firms turn to 

open source as a response to budget cuts, poor economic conditions or even competition, others adopt 

open source as a cost effective way of deploying technology. These cost savings of open source are the 

outcome of zero licensing fees, reduction of hardware costs from commodity hardware, and less 

downtime [17]. Further studies regarding total cost of ownership (TCO) of Linux and proprietary 

operating systems supports the analogy of cost savings [25]. Such advantage of cost savings plays a 

major role especially when it comes to structuring and developing large open computing systems.  

Besides cost savings, transparency is considered the most unique feature of open source. With open 

source, transparency is possible through code availability.  Unlike most proprietary software, which 

either hides the code or provides it at a cost, open source software doesn‘t withhold what goes on behind 

the scene. In fact, the majority of open source licenses oblige users to share their code along with any 

modifications with the community. Such openness and transparency promotes user innovation through 

knowledge sharing, and it eliminates the element of anonymity. In regards to open computing, those 

benefits appeal when considering an open computing system which is seeking transparency and 

openness.  

Vendor neutrality (i.e. avoidance of vendor lock-in) is a third key benefit of open source. From a 

software perspective, vendor lock-in refers to the situation where a vendor builds a technology that 

functions only with certain software or hardware therefore forcing adopters to depend exclusively on the 

vendor. With open source, the sheer absence of contractual and licensing issues ensures users‘ ability to 

migrate and change vendors at will with no consequences or penalties. It‘s our belief that vendor 

neutrality would greatly appeal to users seeking an open computing systems.  

2) Open Standards 

From a technical perspective, a standard refers to ―any set of technical specifications which either does, 

or is intended to, provide a common design for a product or process.‖  [9]. Open standards on the other 

hand refer to ―standards made available to the general public and are developed (or approved) and 

maintained via a collaborative and consensus driven process.‖ [13]. Some examples of currently used 

open standards include: Internet Protocol (IP) and the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Such 

standards are often created by official bodies such as government agencies and consortia or they are 



born out of necessity. The philosophy behind open standards offers distinctive benefits to the model of 

open computing namely, free ownership and interoperability. 

Unlike proprietary standards which are often patented and copyrighted [3] and owned by specific 

vendors, open standards are free to everyone and owned by everyone. Open standards follow a free 

access policy which gives implementers the right to use and reuse standards at no charges. For instance, 

web languages such as HTML, CSS and XML impose no intellectual property rights and are available 

royalty free. The benefits of free ownership are assumed to be an attractive characteristic for both users 

and developers of open computing. 

Besides free ownership, interoperability is another advantage of open standards. Interoperability refers 

to communication between systems or system parts [5]. Interoperability offers the ability of multiple 

systems to communicate and work together without restrictions.  For instance, the Extensible Markup 

Language (XML) has been developed according to open standards, this means that users can 

communicate and exchange information between any XML supported software without worrying about 

limitations or compatibility problems. In addition to ease of communication, interoperability offers 

flexibility and the efficient use of resources. Here flexibility refers to the ease in which systems and 

system parts can be modified for use in applications or environments other than those for which it was 

specifically designed [12].  For example, Linux operating system offers the driver wrapper software 

which enables Linux users to use non-Linux drivers on their machines. Such flexibility demonstrates the 

advantages to identify and work with numerous hardware and software products without requiring much 

changes or acquiring high costs.  

With such advantages, open standards have appealed to organizations and governments worldwide to the 

point where some government agencies like the state of Massachusetts, have declared their preference 

for adopting technologies that adhere to using open standards [1]. 

3) Open Architecture 

In literature, open architecture doesn‘t have a unified definition as its meaning varies across different 

fields [7]. In information technology, open architecture refers to a system where specifications are 

available for public to encourage third-party vendors to develop add-on products [2]. Another definition 

refers to open architecture as a ―flexible architectural approach that allows for the loose binding of 

application functionality through the use of standards‖ [11].  

A quick look at the open architecture literature reveals diverse models and frameworks built according 

to the principles of open architecture. These principles include modularity, scalability, interoperability, 

standardization, and cost effectiveness [14]. A proper integration of these principles allows for the 

achievement of the primary goal of open architecture which is openness of the entire system. 

One of the key benefits of open architecture is standardization. Since open architecture adopts open 

standards approach, therefore it inherits its benefits which include transparency, interoperability and 

avoidance of vendor lock-in. In literature, standardization has received substantial attention and far-

reaching conclusions on its benefits and advantages. For instance, when dealing with complex systems, 

standardization helps in reducing the difficulties in bridging heterogeneous programs and it assure 

interoperability between these programs [16]. Furthermore, standardization promotes flexibility. The 

flexibility of an open architecture system stems from the ability to adapt for different applications and to 

integrate and incorporate new functions [14].  

Besides standardization, modularity is considered a core advantage of open architecture [22]. Modularity 

refers to the ability of dividing a system into a group of cohesive but loosely-coupled components which 

can be easily adjusted, moved and replaced. When specifying the level of modularity, there is a trade-off 



between the degree of openness and the cost of integration; for instance smaller modules provide a 

higher level of openness, but increase the complexity and integration costs [22]. Therefore, determining 

a balance between the level of modularity and openness is a crucial matter for open architecture. 

ISSUES WITH OPEN COMPUTING 

It is important to bear in mind that by blending these components together, there is a potential for issues 

and concerns.  Almost certainly, one of the most important issues that could decide the success or failure 

of an open computing system is the availability of system support. If we carefully review the literature 

of open source adoption in organizations, we will find that lack of technical support is considered the 

leading limitation and main barrier for adoption. In these environments, enterprise and user support are 

considered a priority for managers and decision makers. Since open computing systems are conducted 

on a larger scale than open source and involve several technology layers, therefore we anticipate that 

system support will be a crucial issue which must be dealt with carefully. 

Besides support, we consider free-riding to be another issue of open computing systems. Free-riding 

refers to ―downloading or ‗consumption‘ of remote files without reciprocal uploading or ‗production‘ of 

useful contributions‖ [15]. Free-riding has been shown to pose a threat to open source content 

contribution [18]. We believe that free-riding can pose similar issues when dealing with open computing 

system in respect to user contributions and innovations. 

In addition to support and free-riding, we consider the issue of project forking. Project forking occurs 

when an open source project is divided into two independent development environments where each one 

has its own ideologies and beliefs. Normally, the involvement of a large community of developers and 

users in any open project increases the chance of project forking. Although forking can be beneficial in 

certain cases, but nonetheless, it can also be counterproductive and it can threatens project survivability. 

Given the scale of open computing system and the potential number of developers, forking can pose 

potential issues to the survivability of the system. 

CONCLUSION 

Open computing is a new concept in the IT world which takes advantages of existing technologies and 

ideologies rather than reinventing the wheel. This paper has discussed the benefits, as well as possible 

issues of open computing.  Besides the benefits of open computing, we believe that the boundaries of 

open source, open standards and open architecture will be pushed to a new dimension.  With open 

computing, the open source model will be extended beyond its core software technology to incorporate 

the whole system. In other words, the philosophies and ideologies which shaped the open source 

community will be practiced on a larger scale. Likewise, open standards will play a critical role in open 

computing and it will be the key component to link system hardware and software together.  As for open 

architecture, modularization and scalability will be taken to a new level.  

We believe that by having a scalable, modular and open architecture accompanied by the collaborative 

effort of the open source model along with the flexibility and interoperability of open standards, an open 

computing system will be provide total transparency and openness.  
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